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The client’s brief to relocate an existing student and staff children’s nursery from Barking Campus to 

Docklands. To develop an educationally grounded facility from a social provision. To be constructed during the 

summer academic recess of 2006. Starting point to create a garden to house a nursery within 

because outdoor play is of paramount importance to a child’s wellbeing. 

 

Children’s Garden is the first Rudolf Steiner inspired Kindergarten in the UK to be established within a higher 

education setting, registered for 43 children aged 3 to 6 years. Internal planning of the building responds to the 

particular educational ethos of this setting. 

 

Prefabricated modular construction was a pre-requisite to enable completion on time. Using 13 no. 

recycled 3 x 7.3m steel-framed modules achieves low carbon construction despite the short programme. Lightweight 

construction negates the need for piled foundations. Refurbished and partly fitted out the modules were craned into 

position, with final fit-out, services and cladding undertaken on site to obtain a high quality finish, concurrent with hard 

landscaping works. Acoustic linings temper the presence of London City Airport across the dock (ensuring 

compliance with BB93), also giving improved thermal performance and a unified internal surface. 

 

Planning constraints resulted from the Local Authority resisting a modular approach. The high quality design 

of Edward Cullinan Architect’s phase 1 Campus buildings was their benchmark. The layering, or ‘putting-on’ of 

architectural elements to accrete the building’s skin was identified within the existing Campus language. This guided 

the detailing of the nursery, referencing the overt tectonics of the Campus whilst delivering an anti-institutional, 

domestic scale. Two free-standing canopies draw on the metallic language of the surrounding roofscape to make 

covered ‘rooms’ and engage the kindergarten spaces with the garden.  

 

Making a clear statement about the educational interest that recognises the role natural materials 

play in the growth of the inner child, the use of timber stands in stark contrast to the flatly rendered 

surrounding buildings. Careful detailing ensures that differential staining of the untreated timber does not occur, 

negating planning concerns over weathering. The Scottish larch will turn to an even silver grey colour without 

maintenance. Vital to the integration of the new building the existing street trees were carefully retained to add a 

further layer to the intentionally deep façade. Windows corresponding to standing and sitting activities are located a-

rhythmically to enliven the 40m long street façade. 

 

From design team appointment in December 2005 to completion in September 2006. 

The contractor was confirmed April 2006 following a two-stage tender, using the JCT WCD 98 Standard Form. 

Ground works started end of May, planning permission was gained in June and the modules craned in during July. 

The Architect was ‘virtually’ novated, providing significant detailed design input throughout the project in an 

atmosphere of mutual co-operation and support. Handover of the interior to the client enabled staff training during 

final perimeter/canopy installation.  

 

Recycled modules are highly cost effective – a determination to ensure that funding was ring fenced 

to provide a stimulating garden and high quality internal finishes despite a budget of under £1,800 /m
2
 (calculated on 

298m
2
 building area). Building construction cost: £385,000. 

External works: £140,000. Total project cost: £665,000.  
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Cost and Project Management Chandler KBS 

60-62 Commercial Street QS Alan Smith 

London E1 6LT Project Manager David Park 

T 020 7426 3430 

E asmith@chandlerkbs.com, dpark@chandlerkbs.com 

 

Landscape Architect  Craft:Pegg 

Studio 44 Riverside Building John Pegg 

Trinity Buoy Wharf, London E14 0JW 

T 020 7538 9010 

E jpegg@craftpegg.com 

 

Health & Safety Adviser  Lewis and Hickey 

Hazelmont House, 11 Gregory Boulevard Arran Linton-Smith 

Nottingham NG7 6LB 

T 0115 962 9000 

E arran.lintonsmith@lewishickey.com 

 

Structural and Services Engineers  Foremans RBS 

Catfoss Lane, Brandesburton Kevin Jones 

Driffield  YO25 8EJ 

T 01964  544344  

E kevin.jones@foremansbuildings.co.uk 

 

Canopy Structural Design/Engineer  Engineers Haskins Robinson Waters 

Unit 2, Blue Lion Place Stephen Haskins 

237 Long Lane, London SE1 4PU 

T 020 7407 9575 

E mail@engineers-hrw.co.uk 

 

Acoustic Engineers:  BDP Acoustics 

16 Brewhouse Yard, Clerkenwell  Ian Bromilow 

London EC1V 4LJ 

T 020 7812 8000 

E id-bromilow@bdp.co.uk 


